Introduction
Since the early forties people have focussed on the development of statistical methods for analyzing Simultaneous Equation Models (SEMs), see a.o. [16] and [2] . This shows the importance of models which are able to generate variables simultaneously as it is a stylized fact of many economic time series. The SEM is not only an important model but also a rather complicated one because of the problems which can occur regarding the identi¯cation of the di®erent structural form parameters. The identi¯cation of the structural form parameters is re°ected in the rank and order conditions which result from the reduced form, see [18] . The order condition re°ects overall identi¯cation while the rank condition re°ects local (non) identi¯cation. This latter phenomenon, local nonidenti¯cation, is shown to lead to pathological posterior behavior when di®use priors are used in Bayesian analyses of the SEM. This behavior occurs in the traditional Bayesian analyses of SEMs documented in the literature, see a.o. [8] , [10] and [11] . We show its occurence in a limited information (one equation) analysis of the SEM. Similar behavior can be found in other speci¯cations of the SEM as well since the origin of the pathological posterior behavior, the local nonidenti¯cation of parameters, is exemplary to SEMs.
In order to obtain a consistent Bayesian analysis of a SEM, which does not su®er from di®erent kind of pathologies, we construct a framework in which the reduced form of a SEM is speci¯ed as a multivariate linear model with nonlinear (reduced rank) restrictions on its parameters. Using singular value decompositions we specify the restrictions such that an one-to-one correspondence with a linear model is obtained when the restrictions do not hold; and the reduced form of the SEM is obtained when they hold. The proposed framework leads to invariance of the priors and posteriors with respect to the speci¯cation of the model. The resulting posteriors of the parameters of the SEM accord with the posterior of the embedding linear model. Our analysis is similar to the construction of the Savage-Dickey density ratio, see [7] . That is, we construct the priors/posteriors in the points where the hypothesis (restriction) holds. In contrast, the posterior of the parameters of a SEM, derived in the usual way using a di®use prior, is inconsistent in the sense that the resulting posterior of its embedding linear model is not a member of the standard class of posteriors of linear models, see [19] .
The contents of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show the before mentioned pathologies arising in the posteriors of the parameters of an incomplete (one structural equation analysis of a) SEM when di®use priors are used. Sections 3 and 4 show how an incomplete SEM is rewritten as a multivariate linear model with nonlinear parameter restrictions, which leads to a framework for prior and posterior analysis. Singular value decompositions are used in this framework which are similar to the canonical correlations used in a limited information maximum likelihood analysis, see [2] . In section 5, posterior simulators are constructed to sample from the posterior of the parameters of an incomplete SEM. Section 6 extends the one structural equation analysis to a full system analysis by showing that a fully speci¯ed SEM accords with a set of reduced rank restrictions on a linear model. Di®erent subsections then show what the framework for prior/posterior analysis then amounts to for two and three structural equation examples and also show that the order condition for a full system analysis of a SEM can di®er from the order condition resulting from an one structural equation analysis. Finally the seventh section concludes.
Nonidenti¯cation and Pathological Posterior Behavior
To 0 : k £ (m ¡ 1) and we assume that (" 1 " 2 ) » n(0; § I T ): The identi¯cation problems arise when the parameter ¦ 22 = 0 (or has reduced rank) as (parts of) the structural form parameter¯is then nonidenti¯ed. This is easily seen when we construct the reduced form of the INSEM from equation (1), [35] . In this exact identi¯ed model, y 1 re°ects quantity of meat consumed, y 2 is the price of meat, z 1 is national income per capita, z 2 is the cost of processing meat (all variables are in deviation from their mean). In¯gure 1, the joint posterior of¯and ¦ 22 is drawn for the Tintner meat market dataset and¯gure 2 contains the contourlines of this bivariate posterior. The functional form of this posterior is obtained by using a°at prior (/ 1) and integrating out ( §; ¼ 11 ; ¼ 12 ); and reads, p(¯; ¦ 22 jY; Z) / j(y 1 (3) show that the marginal posterior does not depend on¯when ¦ 22 = 0 as it is°at and nonzero in the direction of¯for zero values of ¦ 22 : This implies that the marginal posterior of ¦ 22 , which is the integral of the posterior in equation (3) over¯, will be in¯nite at ¦ 22 = 0 as at this particular value of ¦ 22 ; we construct an integral of a function over an in¯nite parameter region while the function itself does not depend on the parameter¯over which we integrate. So, the integral will be proportional to the size of the parameter region, i.e. in¯nity. Both the 
and the marginal posterior of ¦ 22 for the Tintner dataset from¯gure 3 show this phenomenon and consequently the value of the posterior of ¦ 22 is in¯nite at ¦ 22 = 0. The nonidenti¯cation of¯has also consequences for its own marginal posterior. The marginal posterior of¯, which belongs to the class of 1-1 poly t densities, see [3] , [8] , [9] , [11] , and [31] for an e±cient algorithm to calculate the moments of this class of densities, reads
and this posterior has fat tails resulting from the°at nonzero conditional posterior of¯given ¦ 22 = 0: For the case of the Tintner model, the marginal posterior is even nonintegrable which is also plausible given the fat tails of the marginal posterior of¯shown in¯gure 4. In general, the moments of the posterior in equation (5) exist up to/including the degree of overidenti¯cation minus 1 implying that exact identi¯ed models lead to nonintegrable posteriors when di®use priors are used. A popular method for numerical calculation of posterior densities is by constructing the conditional posteriors and to perform Gibbs Sampling, see [13] and [33] . When this Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MC 2 ) algorithm is used to compute the marginal posteriors of the parameters of the INSEM, as in [15] , the local nonidenti¯cation problems lead to a reducible Markov Chain since when a locally nonidenti¯ed parameter value is drawn, the sampler continues drawing nonidenti¯ed parameter values, such that the region of locally nonidenti¯ed parameter values is an absorbing state in the Markov chain. The posterior violates, therefore, the convergence conditions for Gibbs Samplers as outlined in [32] . A solution to this problem is to use informative priors but the validity of this approach is questionable when priors are used which are not in accordance with the likelihood.
The integrability problems of the posteriors discussed previously result from the dependence of the structural form parameter¯on ¦ 22 in the INSEM. In classical statistical analysis, see [1] , [28] and [30] , the parameter¯is analyzed conditional on a so-called concentration parameter, which is essentially a Wald test for ¦ 22 = 0 and shows whether the information in the likelihood is concentrated around ¦ 22 = 0: When this concentration parameter tends to in¯nity in the limit, normal asymptotic theory can be applied, see [1] and [28] . If ¦ 22 = 0; however, estimators of¯; like 2SLS, converge to random variables, see [29] . The integrability problems outlined above show that also in a Bayesian analysis¯has to be analyzed given ¦ 22 ; which is natural given that the identi¯cation problems in the likelihood result from model inadequacies, i.e. the nonidenti¯cation ofā t ¦ 22 = 0; and are not the result of inferior data. As we know a priori that these integration problems will arise, there is a need for a framework which formalizes the way the parameters are analyzed conditional on one another and which leads to nonpathological posteriors. In the next sections, this framework is constructed.
Priors for the INSEM parameters
In the previous section, we showed that the parameters which su®er from local nonidenti¯cation problems should be analyzed conditional on the value of their identifying parameters. This is one of the main properties obtained through the priors constructed in this section. In previous versions of this paper, see [22] , and also [5] Je®reys' priors are used to obtain this property. The resulting posterior, when this prior is used, is, however, not nested within the assumed posterior of the embedding unrestricted linear model. This is a key property of the priors constructed in this section. The prior we construct in this section is based on [19] , where it is shown that a whole range of models can be considered as nonlinear restrictions of the parameters of a standard linear model. This gives a general framework for the analysis of a large class of models, see for example [20] and [21] . To show the restrictions imposed by a SEM on the parameters of a linear model consider the INSEM (1) and its reduced form (2) which is a linear model with restrictions on its parameters. To show these restrictions, we add a parameter¸to this model which is such that when it is nonzero, (i:) there is an one-to-one correspondence with a standard linear model and when it equals zero both (ii:) the reduced form of the INSEM results and (iii:) it is locally uncorrelated with speci¯c other parameters. This latter property is needed to obtain priors/posteriors of the parameters of the INSEM which are invariant with respect to the speci¯cation of the model. Several restrictions imposed on the linear model namely lead to the reduced form of the INSEM but only one restriction also leads to priors/posteriors which are invariant with respect to parameter transformations. The non invariance is a consequence of the Borel-Kolmogorov Paradox, see [4] and [11] , and for more details on this posterior invariance, see [19] and [21] It is clear that when¸= 0; (6) is identical to (2) and since¸is multiplied by the orthogonal complements of the matrices containing¯and ¦ 22 ; the information matrix is block diagonal at¸= 0: We therefore say that¸is locally uncorrelated with¯and ¦ 22 at¸= 0: The one-to-one correspondence between the parameters of (6) The above implies that the INSEM can be considered as a nonlinear (reduced rank) restriction,¸= 0; on the parameters of the linear model in (7) . We can therefore construct the priors/posteriors of the INSEM (1) as proportional to the priors/posteriors of the parameters of the linear model (7) evaluated iņ = 0: In the following subsection we discus a framework to construct priors and posteriors which is based on this property. The resulting framework for prior and posterior analysis can also be used in a full system analysis in which SVDs have to be applied recursively. As this becomes notationally more complicated we discus this in a later section. Note also that the analysis for exact identi¯ed SEMs directly results from the standard linear model since there is an one-toone correspondence between the parameters of the structural form and the linear model in that case.
Prior Framework for SEMs
As shown previously, the INSEM can be considered as a nonlinear restriction of a standard linear model. It is, however, not possible to analytically derive the conditional posterior of the parameters, ¼ 11 ;¯; ¦ 12 and ¦ 22 ; given the parameter re°ecting the restrictions,¸; and ; see also [19] . To show this let µ = (¼ 11 ;¯; ¦ 12 ; ¦ 22 The prior (15) shows that¯is analyzed conditional on the value of ¦ 22 as it should be according to the local nonidenti¯cation of¯for lower rank values of ¦ 22 : Furthermore, the prior shows the functional form of a di®use prior for the parameters of the INSEM. This accords with our conclusions from the previous section that di®useness for models like the INSEM has to de¯ned in a di®erent way.
Natural Conjugate Prior
In case of a natural conjugate prior for the parameters of the linear model, we specify an inverted-Wishart prior for and a matrix normal prior for (¼ 11 ; ¦ 12 ; ©) given ; (18) is not unique. It may be that we have more knowledge about possible values of the parameters of the INSEM than about the parameters of the linear model. This knowledge can be used in the construction of the prior of the parameters of the linear model as these parameters are an exact function of the parameters of the INSEM when the restriction¸= 0 holds.
The prior (18) does not belong to a known class of probability density functions and we do not know analytical expressions of its moments or normalizing constant. These properties can be calculated using Monte-Carlo simulation and in the¯fth section we construct this simulation algorithm.
Posteriors of the INSEM parameters
The framework for constructing the priors of the parameters of the INSEM can directly be applied to construct the posteriors of the parameters of the INSEM. Since the likelihood of the INSEM is a continuous function of the parameters, it follows that the posterior, which is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood, can be evaluated in the same way as the prior, p insem (¯; ¼ 11 ; ¦ 12 ; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z)
( 1 9 In the following two subsections, we construct the posteriors for di®erent speci¯-cations of the prior, i.e. a di®use and natural conjugate prior.
Posterior INSEM using Di®use Prior
Using the di®use prior (15), the joint posterior of the parameters of the INSEM can directly be constructed from this prior and the likelihood using (19) 
The posterior (20) does not belong to a known class of probability density functions nor do any of the conditional posteriors, apart from the conditional posterior of (¼ 11 ; ¦ 12 ) given (¯; ¦ 22 ; ); which is matrix-normal, belong to a known class of probability density functions. So, we can only analytically integrate out (¼ 11 ; ¦ 12 ) to obtain the marginal posterior of (¯; ¦ 22 
The posterior (21) Also for this posterior it holds that (22) applies and this is used in the following section to construct a posterior simulator.
Simulating Posteriors
As mentioned before the posteriors (21) and (24) do not belong to a standard class of probability density functions nor do their conditional posteriors. We can therefore not perform Gibbs sampling as the conditional posteriors are nonstandard. In the simulation algorithms constructed in this section, we generate drawings from a probability density function which approximates the true posterior. To correct for not drawing from the true posterior, weights are attached to each drawing of the parameters proportional to the ratio of the posterior and the approximating density in the generated parameter points. These weights can both be used in an Importance, see [24] and [14] , and Metropolis-Hastings, see [27] and [17] , algorithm to draw from the posterior which explains why we discus them at¯rst. Later on we brie°y discuss the two di®erent simulation algorithms.
We use the posterior of the unrestricted SEM, p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z); as approximating density of the posterior of the INSEM, p insem (¯; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z): The posterior of the unrestricted SEM contains the parameter¸; however, which is not present in the posterior of the INSEM. In order to obtain a density which both accords with the posterior of the INSEM and contains¸; we assume thaţ is generated given (¯; ¦ 22 ; ) from a proper conditional density g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; ); which we specify ourselves, see [6] , [36] and [21] . Furthermore, we assume that ; ¦ 22 and are generated from p insem (¯; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z): So, as density function to be approximated by p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z) we have, g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; )p insem (¯; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z) / g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; )(p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z)j¸= 0 ): (25) The weight function then becomes, w(¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; ) = g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; )(p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z)j¸= 0 ) p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z) :
The quality of the approximating density p unsem (¯;¸; ¦ 22 ; jY; Z) crucially depends on the chosen speci¯cation of g(¸j¯; 
where g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; ) should be chosen from (27) and (28) according to the prior involved. We summarize the di®erent steps involved in obtaining the weight function, attached to the i¡th drawing, i = 1; :::; N; in a simulation algorithm as follows, see also [21] : (32) In [14] it is shown that under quite general conditions central limit theorems can be used to prove the convergence of the approximation (32) to its true value. Statistics which show the numerical accuracy of the approximation (32) are also constructed using these central limit theorems. The weights (26) can also be used in a Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm, see [27] and [17] , known as the independence sampler, see [34] . This algorithm constructs a Markov Chain from the drawn (¼ These simulation algorithms can also be used to calculate Bayes Factors and Bayesian Lagrange Muliplier Statistics, see [21] .
The algorithms can also be used to obtain drawings from the natural conjugate prior (18) . In that case, the natural choice of the involved g(¸j¯; ¦ 22 ; ) reads, (16) . This also shows the conjugateness of this prior as it equals the posterior using a di®use prior of some arbitrary set of observations which doesnot hold for the extended natural conjugate priors, which are also speci¯eds for SEMs, used by [10] and [11] . Note that the simulation algorithms do not calculate°; as°= ¼ 11 + ¦ 12¯; we can easily incorporate°into these algorithms.
Full System Analysis
The INSEM is a reduced rank restriction on a parameter matrix of a linear model. A full system analysis of a SEM can also be speci¯ed as a linear model with nonlinear restrictions on its parameters. Again these restrictions are reduced rank restrictions but the di®erence with the INSEM is that they can depend on one another in a recursive way. Theorem 1 states that the reduced form of a SEM is a linear model with reduced rank restrictions on its parameter matrices. Proof: see appendix B.
Theorem 1 shows that we can also use the framework for prior/posterior analysis, constructed in the previous sections, in a full system analysis of a SEM. An important di®erence with this analysis is, however, the dependence of the di®erent reduced rank restrictions on one another. For the INSEM we can either analyze © conditional on (¼ 11 ; ¦ 12 ) or vice versa. So, the conditionalization of these parameters on one another does not matter. This does not hold for the full system analysis as we can conclude from the proof of theorem 1. This gives a strict ordering in which the reduced rank restrictions have to be imposed and hence how the parameters have to be analyzed conditional on one another. The reduced form of the SEM constructed in appendix b shows already some important conditionalization rules for the parameters of the SEM. For example, the structural form parameter¯m ¹ m is analyzed conditional on the structural form parameter¯¹ mm : More of these conditionalization rules will appear when the reduced form is constructed further.
The conditionalization rules also imply rank and order conditions, which can di®er from the INSEM based conditions generally used. This is essentially the point made in [25] . Regarding the conditionalization rules, the reduced form, constructed in appendix b, shows that¯¹ mm is identi¯ed when ¦ ¹ m ¹ m has full rank (or when that part of ¦ ¹ m ¹ m which is multiplied by the nonzero parts of¯¹ mm has full rank). When the INSEM based conditions are used, it is assumed that no restrictions are imposed on ¦ ¹ m ¹ m : If restrictions are imposed, however, the resulting rank and order conditions can become di®erent. In the following, an example of this will be discussed. It can also be seen in¯m ¹ m ; which is identi¯ed jointly by ¦ ¹ mm ; ¦ ¹ m ¹ m¯¹ mm and ¦ mm , and its rank and order conditions therefore depend on the speci¯cation of the SEM.
As mentioned before, the framework for prior/posterior analysis constructed in the previous sections can also be used to construct the posteriors of the parameters in a full system analysis of a SEM. When we apply this framework we have to give an exact speci¯cation of the reduced form and its (hyper) parameters re°ecting the restrictions which obey the three conditions, that (i:) when these (hyper) parameters are nonzero, the model is observationally equivalent with a standard linear model and when these (hyper) parameters are zero, (ii:) both the reduced from of the SEM results and (iii:) these (hyper) parameters are locally uncorrelated with speci¯c other parameters. This enables us to construct the prior/posterior of the parameters of the SEM as proportional to the prior/posterior of the parameters of the linear model under the restriction that the (hyper) parameters are zero which is identical to the construction of priors/posteriors for the INSEM. As there are di®erences involved compared to the analysis of the INSEM, because the reduced form has a more complicated structure and the number of additional parameters we have to simulate in the posterior simulator increases, see (25) , we give two detailed examples, a two and three (sets of) equation(s) model, to indicate all these di®erences. These examples jointly with theorem 1 show how a full system analysis of a kind of SEM is to be conducted.
Two (sets of ) equations
We specify the structural form of the two (sets of) equation Similar to the reduced form of the INSEM (2) and as indicated in the proof of theorem 1, we add parameters to the reduced form to obtain a model, which we call unrestricted SEM (UNSEM), which is observationally equivalent with a linear model and when these added parameters are zero both the reduced form (36) (14) and (16), we can again construct the functional expressions of di®use and natural conjugate priors for SEMs like (36) . For reasons of compactness and similarity with section 3 we do not give the exact functional expressions. For the posterior exactly the same reasoning as for the prior applies, i.e. the posterior of the parameters of the SEM (36) is proportional to the posterior of the parameters of the linear model under the imposed restriction. We can decompose the posterior of the linear model into a product of marginal and conditional posteriors which belong to a standard class of density functions, i.e. normal or inverted-Wishart, see a.o. [37] . This property can directly be used to decompose the posterior of the SEM, p sem (¦ 11 Note that we can also use other orderings in this decomposition. To simulate parameters from the posterior of the SEM (36), we use the decomposition of the posterior of the SEM (40). This allows us to split the simulation in two di®erent steps. Furthermore, we add in the two di®erent steps parameters to the model which we, similar to section 5, assume to be generated from some conditional density g; which we specify ourselves. In case of di®use priors, the following choices of these functions are the most natural ones, The weight functions of the two di®erent steps of the simulation algorithm, involving both (41) 
The di®erent steps involved in obtaining the weight attached to a certain drawing i; i = 1; :::; N; of the parameters of the SEM, can then be summarized as follows, The posteriors from which we simulate are all standard, in case of di®use or natural conjugate priors, and are similar to the ones used in the algorithm in section 5. The values of other structural form parameters can directly be calculated using the equations directly below (36) given the drawings from the algorithm above. The resulting total weights, w; can then be used in an Importance or M-H sampler as discussed in section 5 to obtain a posterior simulator of the posterior of the parameters of the SEM (36).
Three (sets of ) Equations
As an example of a three (sets of) equation(s) model, we use (Note that contrary to the two equation model, the speci¯cation of a three equation model is not unique), (46) is again a system of reduced rank matrices like the reduced forms of the one equation (2) and two equation (36) models. An important di®erence with these models is that its reduced rank matrices depend on another which is a.o. re°ected in the identi¯cation of¯2 1 which depends on one of the other structural form parameters, 32 : This di®erence also leads to a change in the order condition compared to the INSEM. According to the INSEM order condition,¯2 1 is identi¯ed when k 2 + k 3¸m2 ; i.e. the number of excluded exogenous variables is at least equal to the number of included endogenous variables, see [18] . The model in equation (45) shows, however, that¯2 1 is identi¯ed when It is, therefore, important that the identi¯cation of the di®erent parameters of a SEM in a full system analysis is conducted using the restricted reduced form parameter matrix instead of the unrestricted one as this can lead to di®erent rank and order conditions, see also [25] . This di®erent order condition results from the dependence of the, by the SEM (46) imposed, reduced rank structures on one another, see also proof of theorem 1. The reduced rank structures appearing in the two equation model do not depend on one another, as can be concluded from (37) , and therefore the INSEM order conditions still apply there.
As a consequence of the sequential dependence between the reduced rank structures, not only the order conditions of the INSEM and the SEM (45) di®er, as indicated above, but also the parameters which we add to the model (46) to make it observationally equivalent to a linear model are di®erent from the ones we used before, see also the proof of theorem 1. In the cases of the INSEM (6) and the two equation SEM (37), the parameters added to the reduced form, to make it observationally equivalent to a linear model, do not depend on one another in a sequential way. The parameters added to (46) Note that for this model only a few decompositions of the posterior into conditional and marginal posteriors are allowed for, i.e. (© 2 ; © 3 ) given © 1 and vice versa as because of the reduced rank structure imposed by the SEM, we cannot for example analyze © 2 given © 3 or vice versa. We use the decomposition of the posterior (55) to construct a posterior simulator. Again, similar to previous sections, to simulate from the posterior of (46) we add parameters to the model, i.e.¸1;¸2;¸3; which we assume to be drawn from a speci¯c conditional density, which we specify ourselves, see (25) . In case of a di®use prior for the linear model (14) , natural choices for these conditional densities are, As we simulate from a density which approximates the posterior of (46), weight functions are involved in the di®erent steps of the posterior simulator. As we simulate three di®erent parameters, i.e.¸1;¸2;¸3; which are not present in the original posterior we want to simulate from, three weight functions are involved, The total weights can be used in an Importance or M-H sampler, as indicated in section 5, to obtain a posterior simulator of the posterior of the parameters of (46).
Jointly with theorem 1, the examples of the two and three structural equations SEMs show how Bayesian analyses of generally speci¯ed SEMs are conducted.
Conclusions
The traditional Bayesian analysis of SEMs using di®use priors, as proposed by e.g. [8] , [10] and [11] , su®ers from local nonidenti¯cation problems which lead to an a posteriori favor for certain parameter values while it is not the result of information in the prior or data. We therefore constructed a framework in which the priors/posteriors of the parameters of the SEM are proportional to the priors/posteriors of the parameters of the linear model under the condition that the restrictions, imposed by the SEM on the parameters of the linear model, holds. We applied the resulting consistent framework to examples of one, two and three structural equation SEMs, for which expressions of the priors and posteriors are derived jointly with posterior simulators. Using a theorem, which states that the reduced form of any kind of SEM accords with a linear model with reduced rank restrictions of its parameters, the analysis of the examples can be generalized to other speci¯cations of SEMs in a straightforward way.
Using results from [21] , we can also construct tools for model comparison like Bayes Factors, Posterior Odds Ratios and Bayesian Lagrange Multiplier statistics. In future work we will construct and apply these procedures to analyze the support for (multiple structural equations) SEMs in practice. It is also interesting to analyze the theoretical properties of the derived posteriors, as for example in [5] where functional expressions are constructed for the marginal posterior of the structural form parameters of the INSEM using a Je®reys' prior, to investigate the similarities/di®erences between small sample distributions of classical statistical estimators and the marginal posteriors of the structural form parameters. Both limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimators, see [2] , and the posteriors of the parameters of the INSEM are namely constructed using SVDs, which correspond with canonical correlations in case of the LIML estimator. So, it is interesting to investigate to what extent these similarities hold further. 
